
Las Positas College Graduation Survey 2022

Dear LPC Graduate,
Congratulations!  We are so proud of you! As you celebrate graduation, please take a few minutes to tell us about your
achievement, your plans for the upcoming Fall, and your experience at LPC.   The information you provide will help LPC
better serve students.  Your responses to this survey will remain anonymous.

2. In what Major is your award? (be as specific as possible)

(please specify):
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1. What type of award will you receive at graduation?

INSTRUCTIONS:                                                           Use a PENCIL or BLACK / BLUE ink.

3. What do you plan to do this Fall? (Choose all that apply) 4. If you will be working, are you planning to: (choose one)

6. Age

8. Are you ...? (choose all that apply)7. Race-Ethnicity (choose all that apply)5. Gender

Checkmark your answers -->

DEGREE and MAJOR

(apply new knowledge/skills)

YOUR PLANS AFTER GRADUATION

BACKGROUND INFOMATION

9. Based upon your experience at Las Positas College, please evaluate each of the
    statements listed below.

STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE  DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DOES
NOT

APPLY

Neither
AGREE Nor
DISAGREE

LPC offered appropriate programs and support services that addressed my learning
needs...........................................................................................................................................

LPC course offerings allowed me to accomplish my educational goal in a reasonable
amount of time...........................................................................................................................

LPC instructors presented data and information fairly and objectively............................
Overall, the teaching methods at LPC were adequate in meeting my learning needs
and style.....................................................................................................................................

FOCUSING ON THE MOST RECENT AWARD EARNED AT LPC:

Female

Male

Other

21 or younger

22-24

25-29

30-39

40 or older

Work in the same career, same position

Work in the same career, but earn a promotion

Work in a different career (change careers)

Program / Major

Liberal Arts / Sciences Major

Undeclared Major

AA-T / AS-T (Associate Degree for Transfer)

AA / AS (Associate Degree)

Certificate of Completion or Achievement

(example: TANF, WIC, SNAP, CalFresh, SSI, or public housing)

WORK: Continue in current job

WORK: New job

WORK: Start my own business (self-employed)
Care for home/family (non-paid work)

TRANSFER to a 4-year college:

CONTINUE at LPC or another community college:
Attend another education or training program:

Other/no specific plans (explain):

Black / African American

Asian / Asian American

Filipino

Latino or Hispanic

Native American / Alaskan Native

Pacific Islander / Hawaiian

White / European American

Other (specify):

a parent

a single parent

a person with a disability

the first person in your family to attend college

the first person in your family to earn a college degree/cert.

a displaced worker (laid off from a paid job)

an English learner (English is not your native language)

a recipient of income-based public assistance

None of the above apply

CONTINUE
(More on back)

   (prefer to self-
describe):
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10. Based upon your experience at Las Positas College, please evaluate each of the
      statements listed below.

Ability to identify and define a problem

Distinguish between facts and opinions

Mathematical thinking and skills

Gathering appropriate information to help make decisions

Capacity to self-assess, improve, and be more resilient

Understanding the ethical dimensions when making decisions

Striking a balance between self-advocacy and taking direction

Identifying conflict and working toward mutual agreement

Appreciation for the arts and the role art plays in society
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Thank you for your time and feedback.

13. Overall, what is LPC's
      greatest WEAKNESS?

 Reading skills

Writing skills

Oral communication and presentation skills

Ability to read, interpret, and generate charts/graphs

Overall technological literacy

Using technology to organize, analyze, and communicate

NONE
A

LITTLE SOME A LOT
DON'T
KNOW

STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE  DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DOES
NOT

APPLY

Neither
AGREE Nor
DISAGREE

Instructors at LPC are highly qualified and professional....................................................
Classified professionals (staff) at LPC are highly qualified and professional..................
Administrators at LPC are highly qualified and professional.............................................
LPC campus and buildings are safe and easy to access.......................................................

The college library was a valuable resource in helping me to achieve my educational
goal at LPC.................................................................................................................................

CREATIVITY and AESTHETICS

CRITICAL THINKING

TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATION

RESPECT and RESPONSIBILITY

12. Overall, what is LPC's
      greatest STRENGTH?

I would encourage others to attend this college...................................................................

Using technology to solve problems

Demonstrating ethical, legal, and safe use of technology

Applying scientific principles to solve problems

Analyzing or producing creative and artistic expression

Identifying the ways that the arts contribute to various
academic areas of study

Recognizing the impact of human activity on local and global
environments

Recognizing the commonality and differences between
human experiences across cultures and communities

PROGRESS MADE at LPC:

11. As a result of being at Las Positas College, HOW MUCH PROGRESS have you
     made in the following areas?  Please take into consideration all your experiences in taking
      courses, receiving student services, and/or participating in extra-curricular activities.

Using curiosity, imagination, and reflection to develop
 original ideas
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